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Abstract: An efficient thermal management system (TMS) of electric vehicles requires a high-fidelity
battery model. The model should be able to predict the electro-thermal behavior of the battery,
considering the operating conditions throughout the battery’s lifespan. In addition, the model
should be easy to handle for the online monitoring and control of the TMS. Equivalent circuit
models (ECMs) are widely used because of their simplicity and suitable performance. In this paper,
the electro-thermal behavior of a prismatic 50 Ah LMO/Graphite cell is investigated. A dynamic
model is adopted to describe the battery voltage, current, and heat generation. The battery model
parameters are identified for a single cell, considering their evolution versus the state of charge and
temperature. The needed experimental data are issued from the measurements carried out, thanks
to a special custom electrical bench able to impose a predefined current evolution or driving cycles,
controllable by serial interface. The proposed battery parameters, functions of state of charge (SOC),
and temperature (T) constitute a set of interesting and complete data, not available in the literature,
and suitable for further investigations. The thermal behavior and the dynamic models are validated
using the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC), with a large operating time, higher than 3 h. The
measurement and model prediction exhibit a temperature difference less than 1.2 ◦C and a voltage
deviation less than 3%, showing that the proposed model accurately predicts current, voltage, and
temperature. The combined effects of temperature and SOC provides a more efficient modeling of
the cell behavior. Nevertheless, the simplified model with only temperature dependency remains
acceptable. Hence, the present modeling constitutes a confident prediction and a real step for an
online control of the complete thermal management of electrical vehicles.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; electro-thermal modeling; parameter identification; thermal manage-
ment; ECM; cell characterization; SOC

1. Introduction

The climate warming effect is a great societal and social issue in the word. One of the
major causes is the pollution induced by the fossil fuel resources used in transportation.
As a feedback to this problem, focused interest on electric vehicles has increased in recent
years [1]. The batteries are a key component in the development of the electric vehicles.
Lithium-ion batteries represent the premium choice of the power source in hybrid electrical
vehicles (HEV), plug-in hybrid vehicles (PHEV), and full electrical vehicles (FEV) due to
their high energy density, high power density, and low self-discharge rate [2–5]. However,
the development of Li-ion batteries technology is limited by safety restrictions because
of their less tolerance to abuse [6,7]. In the case of FEV, a Li-ion battery provides high
power and energy densities, but the potential risks of thermal runaway and ageing are om-
nipresent. For optimal performance, the battery must operate at a controlled temperature
between 15 ◦C and 35 ◦C, and the temperature distribution in the cells must be as uniform
as possible (5 ◦C variation) [1,7].
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A primary concern in the design of TMS is to estimate the heat generation in the cell
during driving cycles. Several models reported in the literature allow quantifying the heat
generation in the battery cell using different more or less complicated approaches [2,7–12]. A
battery model can be electrochemical/electrical and thermal coupled or decoupled [1]. The
electrochemical models, first developed by Newman’s group [13,14], are one-dimensional
physics-based model describing kinetics, transport phenomena, and energy dissipation of the
cell. To predict the temperature within the cell, many researchers extend the one-dimensional
electrochemical models to consider the multi-scale physics in lithium-ion battery [15]. These
models are the most accurate and the closest to actual physics, but they involve nonlinear-
coupled equations, leading to a heavy computational work, a large set of material physical
properties, and a difficult implementation for an online control strategy. In addition, the cell
architecture and components are required to be well known [15–17].

The equivalent circuit model (ECM) provides an easy formulation to apprehend the
relationship between the inputs and outputs of the battery. It needs only typical electrical
components, such as voltage sources, resistance, and capacitor. Common equivalent
circuit models used for vehicle batteries are the Rint model (0-order), the Thevenin model
(1st-order), and the double polarization model (2nd-order) [1,18,19]. The 0-order model
consists of an ideal voltage source in series with a constant internal resistance. It does
not include the dynamic behavior of the cell and is recommended for use in the early
stage of battery design and sizing [1]. Otherwise, the 1st-order and the 2nd-order models
consider the dynamic phenomena due to the transient electrochemical processes and other
variables such as the state-of-charge (SOC). They introduce RC branches to simulate battery
kinetics and polarization processes. The complexity of these equivalent circuit models
can be increased by adding electric passive and nonlinear components able to reproduce
battery runtime, transient effects, and nonlinear processes [1,18–20]. A huge amount of
the literature is devoted to these considerations; a one or two RC block model without a
parasitic branch is generally accepted for lithium cells [21], while the Thevenin model has
been modified by a slight increase in the circuit elements to provide the Partnership for
New Generation of Vehicles (PNGV) model [22].

The parameters of these models (ideal voltage source, resistances, and capacities) can
be obtained through two types of experiment: frequency domain tests and time domain
tests. The frequency domain tests (or electrical spectroscopy) are used to identify complex
models with high accuracy. They allow the cell characterization over a wide frequency
range, but they require expensive equipment (impedance analyzer) and are time consuming.
However, the time-domain tests are less detailed, but they are more straightforward and
can be carried out with conventional electrical measurement equipment [19,23–28].

Battery thermal modeling consists of a balance of heat accumulation, heat convection
and conduction, and heat generation. The lumped thermal model is frequently used to
represent the thermal behavior of batteries. It assumes that the battery is a lumped body
with a uniform temperature distribution over the transient heat transfer [5]. The battery
heating is generated as a result of activation, concentration, and ohmic losses [28,29]. To
estimate the heat generation in the battery, Bernardi [30] formulated a model, balancing the
thermodynamic energy in a single cell. This model was adapted early on for lithium-ion
batteries [14].

In this work, the electro-thermal behavior of a prismatic 50 Ah LMO/Graphite cell is
investigated. This cell is designed to be integrated into an independent 12-cell module, the
global battery rack being composed of several modules. The main purpose of the work is
the thermal analysis of the LMO/Graphite cell in order to contribute to the optimal sizing
of the thermal management system. The methodology adopted is to perform time-domain
tests in order to identify the ECM of the cell, use the Bernardi model to estimate the cell
thermal load, and perform the thermal analysis.

A special experimental bench is developed to run the batteries under monitoring
conditions (temperature, voltage current, and state of charge). The measured data are then
introduced to identify the ECM parameters as a function of temperature and SOC; the ECMs
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of the 0-, 1st-, and 2nd-order have been obtained and compared. The identified ECMs have
been validated over the whole range of SOC evolutions by repeating the New European
Driving Cycle (NEDC). This allowed us to compare the ability of the three proposed models
to describe the electrical behavior of the battery cell. The analysis is performed from the
simplest model to the most complex one, and the role of both temperature alone and
temperature coupled with the SOC are clearly quantified. The 1st-order model is chosen to
perform the thermal analysis. Due to the limited knowledge on the cell internal structure,
the cell is considered as a homogeneous body and the cell temperature is supposed to be
uniform. The results given by the Bernardi model and the measurements are compared,
and acceptable agreement is observed.

The present paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the ECM and the
thermal model are described. In Section 3 the test procedure, the parameter identification,
and the ECM obtained are presented. The thermal analysis is given in Section 4 before the
summary and concluding remarks.

2. Model Description
2.1. Equivalent Circuit Model

To examine the electro-thermal behavior of the battery, an ECM approach has been
used. Several orders have been tested (0-, 1st-, and 2nd-order). Therefore, the ith order
ECM diagram is represented in Figure 1. The open cell voltage, UOCV, is a function of SOC
and it is given by the cell manufacturer (see Figure 2 for the data of an LMO/Graphite cell).
However, the Ohmic resistance (R0) and the RC parallel network are highly dependent
upon the SOC and temperature.
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The electrical behavior of the battery can be expressed using the following equations.
The voltage across R0 is:

U0 = R0 × I (1)

where I is the load current. The voltage across the RC layer I is:

dUi
dt

=
1

RiCi
×Ui +

1
Ci
× I (2)

and the cell terminal voltage is:

Ucell = UOCV −U0 −
n

∑
i=1

Ui (3)

The ECM parameters are R0, Ri, and Ci, and should be identified. The parameter
identification process is the following:

• Cycling of the cell with current profiles (steps, pulses, complex cycles . . . );
• Measurement of the cell terminal voltage;
• Parameter identification: adjust parameters until a good fit between measurements

and model response.

The parameter adjustment can be done either manually or using numerical optimiza-
tion algorithms (e.g., Levenberg–Marquardt, Simplex, or genetic algorithms) [32–34].

2.2. Thermal Model Formulation

Under solicitation, the heat is generated within the active material of the cell and
the heat transfer is allowed between the external surface and enclosing medium. The
temperature distribution inside the cell domain is described by the energy equation:

ρ Cp
∂T
∂t

= ∇·(k∇T) + q′ (4)

where t is the time, T is the cell temperature, ρ is the density, Cp is the heat capacity, k is
the thermal conductivity, and q′ is the heat generation rate per unit volume. The thermo-
physical properties of the battery (ρ, Cp, and k) have been identified experimentally [35];
in fact, they are only the equivalent properties because the battery cell is considered as a
homogeneous body. Therefore, only the measured values are summarized, as follows: the
thermal capacity is 817.5 J·kg−1·K−1 and the density is 2205 kg·m−3, the longitudinal ther-
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mal conductivity is 1.86 m−1·K−1, the transverse thermal conductivity is 3.14 W·m−1·K−1,
and the high thermal conductivity is 1.14 W·m−1·K−1.

The heat transfer between the cell and its surrounding is controlled by the cell surface,
S, and the heat transfer coefficient, h.

If the cell is supposed at the same temperature, there is no thermal gradient in the cell,
and Equation (4) can be simplified into:

ρ V Cp
∂T
∂t

+ h S(T − Tamb) = V q′ (5)

where V is the cell volume and Tamb is the ambient temperature.
The heat generation is assumed to be homogeneous in the active material (cell). It is

given by the Bernardi model [30] and expressed as follows:

q′ = q′rev + q′ irrev (6)

The irreversible term (q′irrev > 0) represents the cell polarization heat (Ohmic losses
and reaction resistances) and it is given by:

q′ irrev = [UOCV −Ucell ] I (7)

The reversible term (q′rev > 0 or < 0) is the entropic heat that reflects the changes in
the atomic arrangement of the electrode host materials as charge/discharge progresses:

q′rev = −T
∂UOCV

∂T
I (8)

where ∂UOCV
∂T represents the entropic coefficient and is related to the electrode host materials.

3. Identification Procedure, ECMs, and Validation
3.1. Identification Procedure

To extract all the parameters in the proposed model, a battery test system and an
experimental procedure were designed to measure battery behavior conveniently and effi-
ciently.

As shown in Figure 3, an electric bench was developed in the laboratory in col-
laboration with EVE system company. The specific electric station allows charging and
discharging the battery cell, simulating the real operation conditions and measuring the sev-
eral parameters of the cell (cell voltage, SOC, positive terminal temperature . . . ). Software
was developed to ensure the data acquisition and also the test programming on the cells,
via the electrical bench. Therefore, the software monitors battery temperature and samples
battery voltage and current once per time step to obtain charge and discharge curves.
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A LEV50N [31] Lithium Manganese Oxide (LMO/Graphite) battery was used to
perform the electric circuit characterization; it has a nominal capacity of 50 Ah. The
maximum allowable voltage is 4.2 V and the minimum is 3.4 V. The maximum charging
current is 100 A (+2C) and the maximum discharging current is 150 A (−3C). It was tested
at room temperature.

After testing various current profiles and the corresponding parameter identifications,
the focus has been on a current profile consisting of charging (C, 2C), discharging (−3C,
−2C, −C), and rest periods allowing relaxation of the cell chemistry (Figure 4). This profile
discharges more of the cell than it charges it and is designed to discharge a fully charged
cell to a SOC level of about 0.1 at the end of 10,000 s so as to cover the whole SOC range.
In Figure 4a, due to the inertial response of the cells and the limitation of the changes in
voltage tension (maximum is 4.2 V and minimum is 3.4 V) during charging or discharging,
there is a delay in the response of the cells. Some imposed current steps are different
from the measured cells. This cell’s behavior disappears with the battery cycling and SOC
reduction (Figure 4b), while the gauge of the voltage tension is respected, as detailed in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Detailed specification of a full pulse.

Time Step (s) I Measured (A) I Imposed (A) SOC Reduction Umax, Umin (V)

50 0 0 0.975 4.08
150 −54 to −50 −50 0.975 to 0.934 4.08 to 3.99
100 0 0 0.9337 3.99 to 4.06
100 +50 +50 0.9337 to 0.9661 4.06 to 4.14
100 0 0 0.9661 to 9615 4.14 to 4.08
150 −119 to −107 −100 0.9615 to 0.871 4.08 to 3.89
100 0 0 0.871 to 0.869 3.89 to 4.03
100 80 to 73 100 0.869 to 0.911 4.03 to 4.15
100 0 0 0.911 to 0.910 4.15 to 4.05
50 −150 −150 0.910 to 0.870 4.05 to 3.87

100 0 0 0.870 3.87 to 4.04
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0.1 3.49

Note that some overshoots are observed when changing the current intensity. This
is due to the response of the automatic controller (PID) used to cope with the voltage
limitations in this study. Of course, it did not affect the identification parameters, as
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identifications are made with and without those overshoots, and finally they were avoided
after processing.

For the final test performed to identify the ECMs, the cell is initially fully charged and
the profile in Figure 4 is applied. In order to obtain the optimal values of the ECM parame-
ters, the Nelder–Mead method [32,33], also called the simplex method, is used to estimate
the parameters of each model. This simplex varies slowly with each parameter regarding
the RMSD (cf. Equation (9)) between numerical and experimental results. A Matlab code
has been elaborated to identify and optimize the values of the ECM parameters.

RMSD =

√
∑n

t=1(ŷt − yt)
2

n
(9)

where ŷt and yt represent, respectivel, the theoretical values and the measured ones and n
the number of the measurements.

The Nelder–Mead method is a nonlinear optimization algorithm that was published
by J. Nelder and R. Mead in 1965 [32]. It is a numerical method that aims to minimize a
continuous function in a space with several dimensions. In our case, this is the Root Mean
Squared Difference (RMSD) between the measurement and the calculation of the voltage
applied during the charging and discharging of the batteries.

Compared to other methods, such as neural networks or the Lavenberg–Macquardt
method, this method has the advantage of being easy to implement, with faster calculation
times. It applies to a continuous function without having to evaluate its derivatives and is
therefore effective for a non-differentiable function or one with a lot of noise, even though it
suffers from a drawback due to its sensitivity to local optimums, but this is generally easily
solved by restarting the calculation from the last set of calculated parmeters until reaching
the overall optimum. Details of this method can be found in [33]. It is often implemented
as a preprogrammed function in a lot of software. In our case, it is thus used under the
Matlab software.

As reported in Section 1, the parameters in the ECM models are multivariable functions
of SOC, current, temperature, and number of cycles (ageing). This dependence provides a
high nonlinearity in the model and make the model extraction hard and the test process
long (i.e., hundreds of cycle measurements at various temperatures). Therefore, some
auxiliary parameters are simplified or ignored because they have only slight effects in
Li-ion batteries, this is the case for usable capacity dependence and number of cycles, as
suggested in [20].

Cell temperature and SOC are important parameters; the ECM parameters depen-
dent on the cell temperature and SOC are also identified. The SOC is calculated by
Coulomb integration:

SOC = SOCini −
1

Ah× 3600

∫
I dt (10)

For a fully charged battery cell, SOCini is equal to 1 and the cell SOC decreases from 1
during the test.

After several identifications of parameters using different proposed models, it turns
out that only R0 relies heavily on the cell temperature and that the SOC dependency is weak
for almost all the parameters. Note that temperature inside the cell cannot be measured
and that, using the assumption of a homogeneous temperature over the cell volume, the
cell temperature evolution is measured through the positive electrical terminal.

3.2. Equivalent Circuit Models

As stated previously, in the following, the three identified ECM models with tem-
perature dependent R0 will be presented (Rint model, Thevenin model, and DP model),
and a fully temperature and SOC dependent ECM will be given in order to highlight the
importance of the parameter’s temperature and SOC dependency in the models.
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3.2.1. Temperature-Dependent ECMs

The Rint model (0-order) is the simplest model and involves a voltage source UOCV
and an internal resistance R0 (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Diagram of the 0-order battery electrical model.

The internal resistance of the battery is the sum of the resistances across the solution
and the insulation layers, which depends on temperature and SOC. The Ohmic resistance
of the battery, depending on the cell temperature, can be determined experimentally using
the procedure listed in [31]. The only parameter, R0, is identified by minimizing the RMSD
and given by:

R0 = 9.74× 10−2 + 1.725× 10−4 × T (Ω) (11)

where T is in (K).
The Thevenin model is a 1st-order model that combines a source voltage and an

internal resistance with an RC branch. The last one is added to better model the transient
aspect during charging and discharging (Figure 6).
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In this case, identifying more parameters and increasing the physical accuracy of the
model leads to more calculation difficulties.

After a minimization procedure, the results obtained are:

R0 = 8.46× 10−4 + 1.23× 10−6 × T (Ω) (12)

R1 = 1.648× 10−4 (Ω) (13)

C1 = 466, 000 (F) (14)

where T is in (K).
The dual polarization (DP)-model is a 2nd-order model and consists of one internal

resistance and two parallel RC branches (Figure 7); it allows representation of the polariza-
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tion phenomenon (activation and concentration polarization). With two RC branches, the
accuracy of the model has been increased, but its complexity is also increased.
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Figure 7. Diagram of the 2nd-order battery electrical model.

After identification, the parameters are given as follows:

R0 = −0.068× 10−2 + 8.333× 10−5 × T (Ω) (15)

R1 = 1.522× 10−4 (Ω) (16)

C1 = 300 327 (F) (17)

R2 = 1.446× 10−4 (Ω) (18)

C2 = 298 941 (F) (19)

where T is in (K).
To give an idea of the quality of the obtained ECMs, the cell terminal voltage given

by the Thevenin model obtained by using the current profile of Figure 4 is displayed in
Figure 8, together with the measurement and the relative error of the Thevenin model. It
can be seen that the peak (maximum) error of the identified Thevenin model is about 3%.
The quality of the identified model is thus reasonable.
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3.2.2. Temperature and SOC-Dependent ECM

After establishing the models with only one parameter R0 depending on temperature,
it is possible to check the sensitivity of the ECM model regarding the SOC and temperature
considered. For this purpose, a 1st-order model (Thevenin model) with an internal resis-
tance and one RC branch is used, and its parameters are identified following the previous
detailed method. Different dependencies on the temperature and SOC are studied, and
finally only the linear dependency is kept. Furthermore, a distinction is made between the
charging and discharging steps.

The minimization processes lead to the following parameters:

• Cell charging (I > 0):

R0 = 5.4327× 10−2 − 1.7857·10−6 × T + 2.2346× 10−4 × SOC (Ω) (20)

R1 = 1.3882× 10−3 − 9.574·10−7 × T + 3.195× 10−4 × SOC (Ω) (21)

C1 = 84586.5− 16.89× T − 55370× SOC (F) (22)

• Cell discharging (I < 0):

R0 = 0.5765× 10−3 − 4.0036× 10−6 × T + 3.132× 10−4 × SOC (Ω
)

(23)

R1 = 0.1895× 10−3 − 3.351× 10−7 × T + 1.165× 10−3 × SOC (Ω) (24)

C1 = 60162.03− 16.5× T − 36640× SOC (F) (25)

where T is in (K).
It can be observed that simultaneously considering the effects of temperature and SOC

provides a more complex model, which should provide a more faithful modeling. From
the above expression, it can be seen that the dependence of R0 on the temperature is more
important than that of R1 and C1, and that it is also more important than the dependence on
SOC of all the parameters. This indicates that the leading order model, with a temperature
dependence of only R0, is sufficient to describe the main behavior of these batteries and
confirms the choice made for the temperature-dependent models.

3.3. Validation Tests

In order to show the validity of the identified ECMs, this study focuses on the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC) because its successive application allows one to work
on a large SOC domain. The NEDC represents a typical driving cycle of a car in Europe,
although it is not completely realistic. It consists of four repeated urban driving cycles and
one extra-urban driving cycle, as is illustrated in Figure 9.
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For the conversion from vehicle speed to battery current, the method consists of
estimating the power decrease/increase for a step of time, giving the increase/decrease
in kinetic energy. The power variation due to the vehicle acceleration/deceleration is a
balance of the vehicle weight force, the rolling resistance, the drag resistance, and also the
incline of the road. By dividing this power balance by the voltage, the equivalent current
intensity is then obtained. For cell characterization, the kinetics energy due to the speed is
directly converted to power versus time, and then to current evolution versus time; see [34]
for more details.

The translation of the NEDC speed chart into current steps is shown in Figure 10; it
is possible to observe an altering of the current steps and the resting periods, allowing
relaxation of the cell chemistry. Eight successive NEDC cycles are applied to a fully charged
cell, and the corresponding SOC evolution is represented in Figure 11. The SOC ranges
from 1 at the beginning to 0.08 at the end of the 8 NEDC cycles; it covers almost the whole
SOC range.
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The ECMs identified above are applied to the 8 NEDC cycles to estimate the cell
terminal voltage. Figure 12 displays the estimated terminal voltage by applying the Rint
model and compares it with the measured terminal voltage. The relative error shown in
the same figure displays a peak error of 4%. Despite its simplicity, the prediction of the
simplest model with an internal resistance remains acceptable.
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Concerning the application of the Thevenin model, Figure 13 shows the measured
and predicted cell voltages and the corresponding relative error; the peak error reaches
only 3.4%. This peak value should be compared with the value of 3% observed in the
identification process: they are almost the same and show the validation of the identified
Thevenin model.
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Moreover, by analyzing the frequency and intensity of the mean RMS, it can be
noticed that the response of Thevenin’s model is more precise and faster than that of the
Rint model, which makes it more robust. Peak errors are faster and are reduced over time,
which constitutes a further improvement.

The DP (2nd-order) model described by Equations (15)–(19) and the temperature-
and SOC-dependent Thevenin model described by Equations (20)–(25) are also applied
to the 8 NEDC cycles for validation. Figures 14 and 15 display similar results to those
shown in Figures 12 and 13. The prediction of the DP model shows a peak error of
3%, while the temperature and SOC-dependent Thevenin model, corresponding to the
fourth tested model represented by Equations (20)–(25), exhibits a peak error less than 1%.
Figure 15 clearly demonstrates that the model with parameters depending on both SOC
and temperature induces a real improvement in the prediction of the cell behavior.

Therefore, the higher the order of the model, the better the accuracy of its predictions.
Nevertheless, the predictions of all the identified models remain of good quality. Note
that the temperature-dependent DP model only slightly improves the prediction accuracy
compared to the temperature-dependent Thevenin model and that the temperature and
SOC dependent Thevenin model, which is the most complex model used in the present
work and also the most difficult to be identified, provides the best prediction as the peak
error is divided by more than 2.

As the validation case covers the SOC range from 5% to 98%, the identified ECMs are
thus valid for the whole range of SOC.
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Validation work has also been carried out for a not fully charged cell; starting at
a certain SOC level, 4 NEDC is applied. The 0- and 2nd-order models are applied to
the test configurations and the corresponding results, and the relative errors are shown,
respectively, in Figures 16 and 17. These verification tests confirm that the ECMs proposed
are valid for the whole SOC range and at least at ambient temperature.
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Despite the temperature dependency of the proposed ECMs, note that, because the
present work was performed at ambient temperature, the validation temperature domain
may not be large enough. Therefore, their extensive use should be done cautiously.

4. Thermal Results and Analysis

The heat generated by the cell is predicted using the Bernardi model. This model has
been coupled with the electrical models presented in the previous sections (0-, 1st-, and
2nd-order models). Only the results of the 1st-order model are discussed in this section.
The same analysis is valid for other models.

During the driving cycles (charge/discharge), large variations of the heat generation
is observed (from −5 W to 40 W) in Figure 18a. These variations are strongly caused by the
electrical losses. This can be highlighted by plotting the dissipated heats, estimated thanks
to Equations (7) and (8) (Figure 18b). These figures present the total heat generation and
both reversible (entropic heat) and irreversible (electrical losses) parts, predicted by the
Bernardi model. It can be seen that the reversible term represents less than 5% of the total
dissipated heat in accordance to the proposition of Bernardi in [30], where the reversible
term of the dissipated heat could be neglected when operating at low temperature. This
typical behavior of LMO batteries is also confirmed in [28,29]. Lithium-ion batteries are very
sensitive to temperature and have to operate between 20 ◦C and 40 ◦C. The distribution of
the heat dissipation shows large peaks in the last part of each NEDC cycle. This maximum
corresponds to the final acceleration from 50 km/h to 120 km/h. However, during all the
urban driving times, the power dissipated oscillates around a median value for the whole
range of the SOC (about 14 W for the 1st cycle). The average dissipated power for the eight
NEDC cycles is 2 W, and the energy dissipated during one cycle is 20 kJ (5.5 Wh).
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The heat dissipation shown in Figure 18 indicates periods of the cycle where the power
dissipated is negative. These results seem to be non-physical and are due to the reversible
part of the Bernardi model (Equation (8)), which is not compensated by the irreversible
part of the model. This phenomenon can be explained by the relaxation time; when no
current is applied to the battery, the irreversible part is null but the cell is still charging or
discharging for a while. This induces a small variation of the SOC, and thus the reversible
part of the dissipated power is not zero.
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As heat dissipation leads to an increase of the cell temperature, the energy balance
equation is used to estimate the cell temperature evolution. The mean cell temperature
evaluated by solving Equation (9) is then compared to the temperature measured at the
positive terminal, as shown in Figure 19. The tests have been carried out at ambient
temperature (20 ◦C), air forced convection (h = 20 W·m−2·K−1), and NEDC solicitation.
The cycling affect is clearly represented by the modelling and the measurement. The
temperature profiles obtained from the experiment and modeling are in good agreement
for the whole range of SOC.
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Figure 19a shows that the Thevenin model is able to predict the thermal behavior
of the battery. The temperature gap between the measured and estimated temperature
remains lower than 1.2 ◦C during a driving period of about 3 h (Figure 19b). This result is
very interesting in the field of battery monitoring, because the objective of the available
sensor nowadays is to get an accuracy around 5 ◦C. These sensors are soldered into the
electronic board, far away from the battery pack and in a place where the Joule effect is
very important. This gap between the measured and estimated temperatures is due to the
fact that the electrical conductivity of the positive terminal is much higher than that of the
active material (cell), while the cell is considered as a single block of homogeneous material
with constant conductivity and temperature. In addition, the measurement is located on
the positive terminal, while the model considers a homogeneous mean temperature of the
cell, as shown in Figure 20, where the temperature distribution in a cell is measured using
an infrared camera.

Globally, the cell surface temperature is homogeneously distributed in the total surface,
with weak gradients appearing near the electrodes because of their higher thermal diffusiv-
ity, but it remains less than 3 ◦C over the battery surface. This supports the assumption that
an equivalent homogeneous temperature in a cell is representative of the thermal behavior
of batteries, and hence it simplifies the complex modeling of the temperature gradient in
the cells and encourages one to propose this model as an alternative for online thermal
management and control during vehicle driving. The model developed in this work could
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be implemented into light software to predict the battery temperature evolution and control
the load before reaching the temperature limitation. This software could command the
fans to optimize the cooling of the battery rack and thus increase the lifetime of the battery
and the autonomy of the electric car.
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Nevertheless, it should be noted that, due to the very high thermal conductivity of the
positive electrode, the assumption of a homogeneous cell and a homogeneous temperature
is strong, and it would be more realistic to solve Equation (4), which can be solved easily
nowadays. However, neither the internal structure of a battery cell and the materials used
in it nor the corresponding thermo-physical properties are available; this means that using
a more detailed model, such as Equation (4), is not easy at the moment. Equation (4) needs
the density, ρ, the heat capacity, Cp, and the thermal conductivity, k, of each constitutive
material used and its dimension. Although past work [36] allowed one to obtain the
density, ρ, the heat capacity, Cp, and the thermal conductivity, k, of a LMO/Graphite cell,
they are only the equivalent quantities of the cell, and it is not possible to go into more
details. Based on this information, various numerical tests unfortunately yielded results
more or less similar to those in Figure 20. Much more efforts are still needed to go further
into thermal analysis.

5. Conclusions Summary and Conclusions

The paper was aimed at modeling the electro-thermal behavior of an LMO/Graphite
battery cell in order to estimate the heat generated within the cell during electrical charging
and discharging. An equivalent circuit model (ECM), was adopted, and different orders
of the model have been tested (Rint, Thevenin, DP model). The second aim was also
to provide data from the real characterizations of cells; electrical and thermophysical
data were measured or identified, and they constitute real and helpful information for
academic studies.

A special bench was built to control the operating conditions (current profile) and to
measure the electro-thermal response of the cell (voltage, temperature). The testing data
have been used to identify the ECM parameters (resistances and capacitances), considering
their evolution versus the SOC and the temperature, providing a complete and original set
of data, which constitutes one of the contributions of this work. To check the validity of the
proposed model, a testing cases was simulated using the New European Driving Cycle
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(NEDC). The measurements and the simulations were compared and validated for a long
driving time (3 h).

The sensitivity of the model to the state of charge and the temperature has been
explored. Considering both temperature and state of charge allows a good modeling
performance and an error less than 1%. In addition, this analysis has been validated for
the whole range of the SOC variation, from full charging to complete discharging. A
temperature-dependent Thevenin model (1st-order) was found to be a good compromise
between complexity and performance. Of course, simultaneously considering the effect
of the temperature and the SOC makes the models more faithful to the behavior of the
batteries, but without major advantage as regards the thermal management of the batteries
during the driving of vehicles, which means that rapid calculations are required, and
therefore simplified models.

This balanced model (simplicity and accuracy) is then used for thermal analysis;
the temperature measurements and predictions are compared under longtime operating
conditions. The excellent agreement obtained allows us to propose that this approach is
adopted for the online thermal management of battery packs during the driving of electrical
vehicle. The association between realistic assumptions to reduce the modeling complexity
and the experimental measurement using a specially built bench leads to confidence in
the thermal predictions of this approach; it constitutes a second original part of the study.
However, it should be note that the proposed models in the present work are only valid
at an ambient temperature of 20 ◦C and that difficulties are encountered in performing
more detailed thermal analysis due to the lack of information on the materials used and
the internal structure of the battery cell.

Further work will consist in the analysis of the different materials of the cell in order to
propose an equivalent global material able to represent the thermal behavior of the battery
cell under more extreme operating temperatures, especially very low temperature, and to
test the model on a battery pack while considering the convective heat transfers in a real
driving situation. This will be the confirmation step for online thermal control and then,
eventually, for energy harvesting in the whole electrical vehicle.
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